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I was born in England - a country not known for its religiosity. Religion was not part of 
our lives or that of anyone that I knew. Both my Mum & Dad had very hard, poverty-
driven lives. With the exception of my mum occasionally muttering what she'd like to do 
to God if she found out He existed [it involved a red-hot poker], the Almighty was never 
mentioned.  

I was sent to Sunday school for a while, but that was to do with giving Mum a break 
from me. 

 Occasionally, I tried to be a believer, and I prayed - especially at exam times. I didn't 
keep it up because I quickly realized that it was very unfair. If God responded to my 
prayers to pass the exams with excellent marks, I would need to thank Him endlessly 
but if I failed, it would be all my fault.  

However, I'm glad that my young adulthood was in the 60's. Thanks to the Beatles and 
their interest in other religions, especially Eastern philosophies, the door that I'd 
slammed on my first concept of God opened up to alternative possibilities. 

 In the late 60's, although I was doing quite well as a working actor in England, I became 
one of many young folk who hitchhiked abroad and I thumbed my way through France, 
Italy, Greece, Turkey and Israel. Indirectly, this would lead to my finding myself in 
Baltimore in the early '70's…yeah - some guy........ 

 I noticed that a lot more Americans than Brits went to church, but not until some friends 
and a therapist insisted that I go to AA did I find myself - via the Serenity Prayer - 
revisiting the word 'God' as simply the recognition of a power greater than myself.  "I'm 
not free from all addictions, but I have been sober and cigarette-free for 30+ years. 
Although I no longer go to AA, the Serenity Prayer 'to accept the things I cannot change, 
courage to change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference' still feels 
like excellent advice. 

 In the mid-nineties, I was still church-free when a friend who wanted to become a 
congregant again asked me to drive her to check out a couple of churches. TUUC was 
on her list. Neither of us had ever heard of a 'Unitarian' church.  

It was summer. Matthew McNaught was the Minister. Matthew mentioned God a few 
times, but far from wincing, I was rapt! His sermon was so interesting, and the way he 
talked about God had such depth - as do Clare's sermons - and, most stunning of all, he 
was a Brit!!! And that was it for me.   

 I'm still uncomfortable saying the word 'God' and that I go to church, but to be part of a 
community with other folk who understand that, to listen to our choir and to a sermon 
that can bring tears to my eyes, laughter to my heart and wisdom to my soul, to be 
asked to contribute to a service by reading a passage or poem occasionally, to be able 



to create fundraisers by presenting Readers' Theater plays, [plug-alert: our 2nd reading 
of Shaw's comedy 'A Village Wooing' follows the service on June 3rd] and to have 
friends who are also my role models - is wonderful.  

 I am proud to have originated the Book Nook, currently adeptly managed by Marian. 
With the generous donations of splendid books sold at ridiculously low prices, it has 
generated several thousands of dollars for TUUC over the last 10 years. 

 I am also proud to be the current Chair of the Aging Together group. We meet once a 
month to discuss the perils and pleasures of growing old. [Who knew that would 
happen?!] 

 Above all, I am proud to be a Unitarian.  'Keep Coming Back' we used to say at the end 
of an AA meeting.  My friend never returned to TUUC. I have never stopped coming 
back.  

  

 


